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Abstract
Clusters are now considered as an alternative to parallel machines to execute workloads made up of sequential
and/or parallel applications. For efficient application execution on clusters, dynamic global process scheduling is
of prime importance. Different dynamic scheduling policies
that have been studied for distributed systems or parallel
machines may be used in clusters. The choice of a particular policy depends on the kind of workload to be executed.
In a cluster, it is thus highly desirable to implement a configurable global scheduler to be able to adapt the dynamic
scheduling policy to the workload characteristics, to take
benefit of all cluster resources and to cope with node shutdown and reboot. In this paper, we present the architecture
of the global scheduler and the process management mechanisms of Kerrighed, a single system image operating system designed for high performance computing on clusters.
Kerrighed provides a development framework allowing to
easily implement dynamic scheduling policies without kernel modification. In Kerrighed, the global scheduling policy can be dynamically changed while applications execute
on the cluster. Kerrighed process management mechanisms
allow to easily deploy parallel applications in the cluster
and to efficiently migrate or checkpoint processes, including processes sharing memory. Kerrighed has been implemented as a set of modules extending Linux kernel. Preliminary performance results are presented.

1 Introduction
Clusters are now more and more widely used to execute
scientific workloads made up of tasks that may be sequen1 EDF
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tial or parallel applications. In the domain of high performance computing, the goal of the scheduler is to minimize
the time a task remains in the system. It is thus highly desirable to optimize the use of the resources available in the
architecture to execute as quickly as possible the tasks. A
multiprogrammed environment is needed as generally a task
does use all the system resources. Several dynamic scheduling policies have been defined to allocate processors to processes during the execution of tasks. In a cluster, as the
processor and memory resources are distributed in different
nodes, a global scheduler need to be implemented. Different
global dynamic scheduling policies that have been studied
for parallel computers and distributed systems may be used
in clusters. In fact, there does not exist a unique scheduling policy that is suitable to all kinds of workloads that may
be executed on a cluster. Thus, there is a need of a configurable global scheduler in which the dynamic scheduling
policy can be selected regarding the characteristics of the
workload to be executed.
The work we present in this paper relates to the design and implementation of a configurable global dynamic
scheduler for Kerrighed Single System Image (SSI) operating system for high performance computing on clusters.
Kerrighed extends Linux operating system with a set of distributed services that globally manage the cluster resources
to provide the same interface to programmers as the one
of Linux running on an SMP machine. Kerrighed provides a development environment to ease the implementation of global dynamic scheduling policies. In Kerrighed,
the global scheduling policy can be changed without stopping the execution of tasks running on the cluster. Kerrighed global scheduler relies on global process management mechanisms which allow to easily deploy parallel applications in the cluster and to efficiently migrate or checkpoint processes, including processes sharing memory. Section 2 provides a background on global scheduling in clusters. Section 3 presents the Kerrighed[7] (formerly called

Gobelins) SSI operating system. Section 4 describes the architecture of Kerrighed configurable global dynamic scheduler and the underlying process management mechanisms.
Preliminary performance results are presented in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes.

determine the adequate nodes and the adequate time to
efficiently execute the application.
With dynamic scheduling, the scheduler can manage
processes in the cluster in order to use efficiently available
resources, in a transparent way for the users. Actual systems
which offer a dynamic scheduler are specialized for a given
problem. For example, MOSIX[2] and SPRITE[4] provide an efficient dynamic scheduler for computing sequential applications. NOMAD[6] provides a dynamic scheduler for parallel and sequential applications, using a coscheduling of concurrent applications and queues to create
applications. But in these three systems, all the resources
of the cluster cannot be globaly managed, and so all the
processes cannot be migrated efficiently. For example, in
the MOSIX[2] system which does not offer a global management of the network, a communicating process which
migrates still depends on its creation node: the process
sockets are still linked with the creation node. Finally, the
execution of a migrated process is not efficient. Another
systems like GENESIS[1], based on the micro-kernel technology (all distributed kernel services are developed from
scratch), offers a global management of memory, processor
and network. Moreover, GENESIS[1] provides an efficient
process group management which allows to deploy parallel
application. So, GENESIS[1] provides an efficient mechanism of parallel application deployement (and so process
placement) and process migration.
But such systems are specialized for a given workload,
and so cannot execute efficiently all kinds of workloads.
For example, a system specialized in load balancing for
sequential applications maybe unefficient for parallel
applications by shared memory which can create false
sharing, and so ping-pong of memory pages.

2 Background
There are two different kind of scheduler: static schedulers, dynamic schedulers, and each of these schedulers
can be adaptive. The static schedulers create processes
according to a policy. Then, the processes cannot be
migrated during their execution. So balancing problem
during process execution cannot be solved. The dynamic
schedulers can migrate processes during their execution.
So, if a load balancing problem appears or if a node
needs to be removed from the cluster, the scheduler can
apply a new placement of processes without stopping
their execution. Schedulers can be adaptive to execute
differents kinds of workloads: sequential applications,
parallel applications communicating by shared memory
or by message passing, applications which need a lot of
memory or a large CPU usage, etc. These workloads need
a different global management of resources, and so need a
different scheduling policy. Various schedulers have been
proposed for clusters.
A lot of systems offer static scheduling. This is the case
in Beowulf clusters[8]. A Beowulf system offers to the programmers a set of programming toolkits and running environments like MPI[10] or PVM[9]. When an application is
launched the MPI runtime places its processes on the cluster nodes (without any knowledge of nodes state). This approach has a major drawback: it can be used only by users
who can write from scratch their application, and who can
develop with the message passing programming paradigm.
Unfortunately, this kind of users is a small part of the cluster users. Second, the process placement is statically defined by the runtime without information about nodes, so it
cannot place application according to the resource usage or
dynamically manage scheduling problems (i.e. if the process placement is not really efficient).
Other systems like batch systems are based on automatic
and transparent process placement at creation time, according to cluster resources available. For example, PBS[5]
provides an efficient process placement mechanism using
system information about all nodes, queues for process
management and efficient placement policies. When a
user submits an application to the system, it gives some
information about the application (computation time,
memory use, CPU use). This information allows the system
to queue the processes in a suitable waiting queue. Then,
with the system information about nodes, the system can

Finally some systems allow to specialize the scheduler,
and so provide an configurable scheduler. In PBS, the
scheduler is specializable, using the specialized language
Batch Scheduling Language, Tcl or C. For example,
an implementation of the Maui Scheduler[3] has been
implemented in PBS.
To offer a complete solution for cluster scheduling which
can manage all kinds of workloads, the scheduler needs to
be dynamic and adaptative, and based on a cluster SSI.

3 Overview of Kerrighed
Kerrighed is a single system image cluster operating system extending Linux kernel. Kerrighed is implemented by
slight modifications of the Linux kernel and a set of modules. Linux system (as any modern system) can be divided
in two layers: a virtual layer and a physical layer. The vir2
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tual layer implements the application system interface and
resource virtualization. The physical layer implements device access (hard disk, memory).

4.1 Requirements

Kerrighed extends traditional system mechanisms thanks
to the container concept. A container is a software object which allows to store and share memory pages between
cluster nodes. Containers are inserted between these two
layers (see Figure 1). So, all system events between the virtual and the physical layers can be intercepted by containers, allowing to divert and to extend traditional operating
system services, and to access distributed data.

A given workload can be efficiently executed on a cluster
if available resources are efficiently used. Thus, the cluster OS needs an efficient scheduler which can efficiently
create processes on any cluster node according to the resources available, and which allows to migrate processes
during their execution in order to balance the load on the
cluster nodes. The scheduler should be configurable to be
adapted to the submitted workload. Moreover, a scheduler
needs a mechanism which allows to specify and implement
new scheduling policies. So, a suitable node has to be chosen when a K-process is created for is execution (process
placement), or when a K-process is migrated (process migration) to benefit of remote resources or to decrease the
pressure on local resources. K-processes can also be checkpointed (process checkpoint-restart) to decrease the pressure on local resources.
In the standard Linux system, processes and threads can
be created with the fork and execv interface. In SMP machines, the standard interface pthread allows to create and
manage threads of shared memory applications. We need
such mechanisms in a cluster OS in order to be able to execute existing applications developed for SMP machines on
a cluster.
We also have an implementation constraint: the scheduler of the Linux kernel must not be modified, all the
scheduling mechanisms must be out of the kernel scheduler.
Thus, Kerrighed global scheduler just adds or removes processes in the standard Linux scheduler queues of the cluster.

Figure 1. Integration of containers in a standard OS

4.2 The Kerrighed Global Scheduler
Each container is associated with two linkers: an interface linker which diverts high level kernel functions to containers, and an i/o linker which allows the container to access a given device manager. For example, a shared virtual memory (SVM) can be implemented using an interface
linker to connect a container to the virtual memory manager, and an I/O linker to connect this container to the physical memory manager. In this case, a container can be seen
as an extension of the memory segment concept to the cluster scale. The process address space is divided into memory
segments which can be associated to containers, and can be
shared between different processes.

Figure 2. The Kerrighed scheduler layers

Based on the container mechanism, an SVM, a cooperative file cache and a distributed file system are implemented
in the system. Kerrighed allows to execute standard Linux
applications including pthread applications. As Kerrighed
is based on Linux, a thread is implemented by a Linux process, and a Kerrighed process (K-process) is a Linux process whose segments are linked to containers.

We propose a modular global scheduler, composed of
three layers (see Figure 2): a probe layer, for the global
scheduler to obtain system information giving a view of the
cluster state; a local analyzer to detect all the local scheduling problems like high resource pressure or device failures;
and a global scheduling manager in order to place the new
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processes and to solve global scheduling problems (for example to balance the load) on all cluster nodes.
4.2.1 System Probes

Figure 4. Local Analyzer

(a) Passive Probe

Each local analyzer can be linked with a set of probes.
For example, if we have a probe for CPU usage and another
for CPU temperature, a local analyzer linked with these two
probes can detect local CPU high pressure, and local thermal problems. If a CPU problem is detected, the local analyzer sends a scheduling request to the global scheduling
manager (a local analyzer has not a global vision of the cluster state and so cannot apply directly a process schedule).

(b) Active Probe

Figure 3. Kerrighed Probes
The probe layer implements system probes measuring
for example the CPU or the memory use. This layer is
the more complex to implement (i.e. operating system programming). There are two different kinds of probes: the
passive probes and the active probes, and each probe can be
linked with a set of local analyzers (a probe sends information to local analyzers). Active probes are regularly woken
up by a system timer, whereas passive probes are woken up
by a system event (see Figure 3). There are two different
system events: Linux kernel events, and global scheduler
events (in order to get local information). When a passive
probe is woken up by a system event, the probe sends information about the entity to probe to the local analyzer.
For example, we can use an active probe to probe the
CPU usage (the CPU is probed at regular time), whereas we
can use a passive probe to probe the ping-pong of memory
pages between two threads of a shared memory application
(when a page arrives on a node, the probe is woken up to
detect page ping-pong.).
To simplify the implementation of the global scheduler,
a set of system probes is provided within Kerrighed OS: a
memory probe, a CPU probe, and a probe to detect pingpong of memory pages. Additional probes can be implemented by operating system programmers.

4.2.3 Global Scheduling Manager
The third layer is the global scheduler. Global Scheduling
Manager (GSM) is running on each node, and is linked with
a set of local analyzers. Global scheduling manager executing on different node communicate together to exchange
information on the node state. This layer is the only layer
which has a global view of the cluster. This global view
is made with the probe information and allows to detect
global load unbalance (see Figure 5), and so each global
scheduling manager implements a global scheduling policy.
When a scheduling problem is detected, the global scheduling manager can decide to migrate some processes or to
checkpoint an application, according to the scheduling policy, in order to have an efficient use of cluster resources.
The global scheduler can execute any dynamic scheduler
policy, performing batch or preemptive scheduling.

4.2.2 Local Analyzer
The second layer is the Local Analyzer (LA). This layer
gets probe information, analyzes it and detects abnormal local system state. This layer is also in charge to send probe
information to the global scheduler. A set of local analyzers
run on each nodes (see Figure 4).

Figure 5. Global Scheduling Manager
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4.2.4 Configuration and Development

/ primitives
/scheduler
/schedulers




All the layers of the global scheduler are implemented as
Linux kernel modules and are managed by XML configuration files, which allow dynamic management. So, it is possible to dynamically load and unload probes, local analyzers
and global scheduling managers. Moreover, each layer provides a development framework to simplify the programing of a new component. So, the Kerrighed development
framework allows the OS programmer to simply create new
global scheduling policies.



The XML files presented in Listing 1 defines the three
components of the considered scheduler. These three
files are stored on each cluster node. The cpu probe
named probe1, which is woken up each five seconds is
first declared. Then, an associated local analyzer named
cpu analyzer is declared. Finally, the global scheduling
manager associated with the cpu analyzer, which is running on all the cluster nodes is declared.

4.2.5 Example of a Global Scheduler in Kerrighed
To illustrate our how approach to global scheduling in Kerrighed, this section presents a simple example of a dynamic
scheduler which balances only the CPU load. In this example, when the CPU usage is over 80%, some processes are
migrated.
To implement this example of scheduler, the three following layers are needed: a probe which probes the CPU
usage periodically, implemented as an active probe, a local
analyzer sends a scheduling request to the global scheduling
manager when high pressure is detected, a global scheduling manager which triggers a process migration when it receives a scheduling request.

The CPU Probe In this example, we use the Kerrighed
CPU probe, so we do not describe the probe implementation
here. This probe is an active probe (the probe is woken up
periodically).
The Local Analyzer The local analyzer needs to receive
the probe information and if the CPU usage is higher than
80%, the local analyzer sends a migration request to the
global scheduler. By default, each probe information sent
to a local analyzer are automatically send to the associated
global scheduling manager.
int cpu local analyzer ( void arg )




/ informations send by the probe /
weight t weight ;
if ( PROBE WEIGHT 80)
/ migration request sends /
send scheduling request (
ANALYZER ID, process to migrate);








Listing 1. XML configuration files
?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”ISO 8859 1”?
monitors
timer monitor
file cpu probe /file
name probe1 /name
time 5 /time
/timer monitor
/monitors


















return 0;











We can see in the local analyzer code than some system
information is available. The macro ANALYZER ID gives
the unique identifier of the local analyzer, and the probe
information is available using the macro PROBE WEIGHT.







?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”ISO 8859 1”?
primitives
primitive
file cpu local analyzer / file
name cpu analyzer /name
monitors
monitor probe1 /monitor
/monitors
/ primitive
/ primitives












Global Scheduling Manager When a global scheduling manager receives probe information from a local analyzer, the value is automatically saved in the associated table (cpu table in the example), and sent to other node (the
nodes list is defined in the XML file).

















int cpu scheduling manager ( void arg )




?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”ISO 8859 1”?
schedulers
scheduler
nodes all /nodes
name scheduler1 /name
file cpu scheduling manager /file
primitives
primitive
name cpu analyzer /name
global infos cpu table / global infos
/ primitive






pid t pid of process to migrate ;
node id t node id ;
pid of process to migrate =
find a kerrighed process ();
node id = find a node for migration ();
do process migration ( tsk , node id );
return 0;






























The function find a kerrighed process just finds
the first Kerrighed process running locally whereas
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find a node for migration finds the node with the lower
CPU load, according to the table cpu table.

tainers. Containers allow physical memory pages of a process to be accessed anywhere in the cluster. So, for process
migration, memory pages do not need to be extracted. New
links with containers are just created after the process transfer, and then memory pages are migrated on demand by the
container mechanism during the process execution. So, for
process extraction, the container mechanism eases the creation of the ghost process: only container information needs
to be extracted instead the whole process memory space.

4.3 Kerrighed Process Management
Kerrighed schedulers are based on three mechanisms:
process placement, process migration and process checkpoint/restart. For process placement, two mechanisms are
provided in Kerrighed. First, processes can be created at
the creation time using a distributed fork interface. Second,
processes can be created during the application execution
and so, the system needs to extract an image of the process
and to transfer it on a remote node in order to create a running clone. Process migration needs to extract a process
image and to transfer it on a remote node in order to create a running clone (like in the process placement), but then
the initial process is stopped. Process checkpoint needs to
extract a process image and then to store it on disk or in
remote memory. So, these mechanisms use the same underlying mechanism: the process extraction (see Figure 6).

4.3.2 Management of Process Open Files
In a standard Linux kernel, like for the extraction of the
memory segments, all the process file information needs to
be extracted in order to create a coherent ghost process. The
information to extract is very complex to manage. First, kernel structures need to be extracted: inode, dentry and files
structures. Second, two linked list need to be managed: the
list of opened files in the system and the list of opened files
by the process. In the Kerrighed OS, a process can be linked
to containers. In this case, containers allow to access remote
files. So, to create the ghost process, the process extraction
is simpler: new links with containers are just created and
file lists are updated after the process transfer.
So, for process extraction, like for the extraction of the
memory segments, the container mechanism simplifies the
creation of the ghost process: containers provide transparent access to remote file, allowing to transparently migrate
a process which access files.
4.3.3 Management of the process PID
In a standard Linux kernel, threads are implemented by processes and by the pthread library. So, processes are identified by a kernel unique identifier: the Process IDentifier
(PID). Threads are identified by internal identifiers in the
pthread library.
The Kerrighed OS implements a pthread interface
which extends the kernel process informations. To identify running threads, the system needs a unique identifier:
the Kerrighed Process IDentifier (KPID) The KPID of a
K-process is composed of the Linux process PID created
for executing the K-process, of the current node identifier,
and of a thread identifier (which is by default zero). The
Kerrighed pthread interface is implemented using a master
thread: the first created thread is the master thread and centralizes the information about other threads belonging to the
same application. The thread identifier of the master thread
is zero, and for each new thread, this value is incremented.
A thread manager is running on each node in Kerrighed
OS. This thread manager allows to communicate with all
the threads running in the cluster. For example, when the
system has to execute a function on each thread, a request
is broadcast to all the thread managers of the cluster which

Figure 6. Global Scheduler Architecture
The process extraction consists in creating a ghost process. Some kernel information about the process is extracted. First, we have to extract the process address space,
second we have to manage the process open files, third we
have to manage the Process IDentifier (PID), then the value
of the processor registers associated to the process, and finally the signals associated to the process.
4.3.1 Management of the Process Address Space
In a standard Linux kernel, all the process memory information needs to be extracted in order to create a coherent ghost
process. In the Kerrighed OS, a K-process is linked to con6

receive the request, find the local threads associated with the
KPID, and then apply the function. This mechanism allows
to manipulate threads (thread kill for example), to globally
manage the threads states.

This allows us to quantify the impact of the application size
on the migration performance.
First, we have evaluated the time needed to transfer the
process state from the source node to the destination node.
This time is measured as the time between the instant when
the process is suspended on its source node and the time
when it is ready to restart its execution on the destination
node. For this set of experiments, the memory segments of
the Kerrighed process are linked to containers when the process is created. In Kerrighed, the migration time is constant
and equals 13.5 ms in average. Indeed, pages of the process
address space are migrated on demand, once the process has
resumed its execution on the destination node.
Secondly, we have measured the overhead due to migration on the process execution time. This overhead comprises the process transfer time and the overhead on the
execution time of the migrated process on the destination
node. Indeed, once a process is migrated, memory pages in
containers need to be migrated to the destination node on
demand. Thus, the execution time of the process on its destination node is different from what it would have been on
its source node if it had not been migrated. The overhead
is calculated as the difference between the total application
execution time obtained without migration and the total execution time obtained when the process migrates once during its execution. For this set of experiments, the Kerrighed
process is created as a standard Linux process. The process
address space is linked to containers when the process migrates for the first time. Thus, migration times provided in
the following of this section for Kerrighed include the time
needed to create containers for the application memory segments. Table 1 presents the migrating process execution
time in Kerrighed and Figure 7 shows the migration overhead on the process execution time. The process execution
time increases with the matrix size: the bigger the matrix
is, the more pages need to be migrated. Even if the time
needed to transfer pages increases with the matrix size, the
migration overhead does not increase too. Figure 7 shows
that the higher the computation time of the application is,
the lower the migration overhead is1 . Moreover, it shows
that the migration overhead in Kerrighed is between 0.5 and
7 percents of the execution time. The less the pages on the
remote node are accessed, the less the overhead is.

4.3.4 Extraction of the value of the processor registers
The values of the processor registers associated to each process are not available at any time in the system. In the Linux
kernel, these values are available during an exception return, an interruption return, or after a system call return.
So, we have created in the Linux kernel a new state to start
Kerrighed mechanisms like process migration. This kernel
modification is very light (just a few lines of code) and very
similar to the kernel state for the signal treatment. If a process is marked as needing a Kerrighed mechanism, such as
migration (like marked for a signal treatment), the kernel is
hijack to the Kerrighed process management module.
4.3.5 Signal Management
Another important feature for process execution is signals.
How a signal can be sent to a migrated process, and how a
migrated process receives a signal? So, a distributed mechanism to manage signals is needed.
Our approach is to create a distributed kernel service for
signal management. All nodes execute a kernel thread, the
signal manager. Signal managers have a local table in order
to localize migrated processes which were previously running on the local node, and to identify migrated processes
which are locally running. So, the signal managers have
two goals: send signals concerning a migrated process to
the destination node if the destination process is not on the
current node, and receive signals sent by remote processes
and send these signal to the local destination processes.

5 Evaluation
A preliminary evaluation of the process management
mechanisms used by the scheduler has been performed.
We have used a two node platform, each node being a
Pentium II, 233 MHz with 128 MB of memory. The two
nodes are interconnected by a 100Mb/s Ethernet network.
Nodes communicate using the TCP protocol. For our experiments, we have considered the migration of a single monothread process executing a sequential version of the MGS
algorithm. Different sizes of the MGS matrix have been
used. Only one migration operation is activated (using the
migration system call) during the process execution. Three
different times have been chosen for triggering the migration: (i) one second after the beginning of the application,
(ii) exactly in the middle of the application execution, (iii)
three seconds before the end of the application execution.

6 Conclusion
Kerrighed offers a configurable global dynamic scheduler which allows to adapt the global scheduling policy
to the workload to be executed on a given cluster. Moreover, Kerrighed provides a development framework which
eases the implementation of new global schedulers. These
1 A cache effect explains the result obtained for a 500x500 matrix and
a migration 3 seconds before the end of the application.
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Without migration
Migration after 1 second of execution
Migration exactly in the middle of
the execution
Migration 3 seconds before the end
of execution

150x150
0,3149
0,3254

300x300
3,329
3,377

500x500
16,3621
16,4636

750x750
55,8434
56,0096

1000x1000
133,17
133,625

0,334

3,4404

16,7976

57,0886

135,415

0,3341

3,4532

17,3988

58,0887

136,301

Table 1. Execution time of a process migrating once in Kerrighed

[2]

[3]

[4]

Figure 7. Overhead of a process migration on
the application execution time in Kerrighed

[5]

schedulers may rely on new components, developed without any kernel modification or based on components existing in Kerrighed. Various kinds of dynamic scheduling policy can be implemented in Kerrighed. All the components
of a global scheduler in Kerrighed can be hot-plugged or
hot-stopped.
The global scheduler relies on efficient process management mechanisms allowing to deploy application processes
on the cluster nodes and to migrate or checkpoint them.
Based on the Kerrighed containers concept the scheduling
policies can act not only on individual processes but also on
processes sharing memory.
We plan to evaluate the Kerrighed configurable scheduler with various dynamic scheduling policies and realistic
workloads. Our future work includes global management
of data streams (pipe, sockets, ...etc.) to support parallel applications using message passing. It will also be interesting
to study scheduling policies for such applications.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
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